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A textbook/workbook for learning French quickly, along with cultural information and practical travel tips. Includes four audiocassettes.
Opposites entertain in this classic exploration of an important first concept, now available in an enlarged anniversary edition. Big and small short and tall high and low fast and slow . . . This cherished board book from Sandra Boynton presents a number of animals
demonstrating various opposites—from big and small, to hot and cold, to weak and strong, and much, much more. The illustrations are simple and charming, and the punchy, rhythmic rhymes just beg to be memorized. Now in a Special 30th Anniversary Edition with an
enlarged trim size and metallic ink on the cover, this Boynton classic and ideal toddler read-aloud is even more special.
Updated with helpful facts and tips for international travelers, this new third edition of Learn French, the Fast and Fun Way is suitable as language teaching book for adults as well as for older children. It instructs beginners in the basics of reading, writing, understanding,
and speaking French. A set of vocabulary flashcards and a small staple-bound bilingual dictionary booklet are bound into the book's spine and can be easily removed for supplementary use.
Barron’s 201 French Phrases You Need to Know Flashcards offer the most common phrases in color-coded categories, including greetings, questions, feelings and emotions, well wishes, activities and hobbies, and weather. The flashcards present: The French phrase
with phonetic pronunciation The English translation with a photo Highlights for different usage and alternate phrasing Pronunciation guidance Verb conjugations Pronouns Numbers And more Digital flashcard features: Access anywhere: study on all devices, including
mobile--available online and offline Flip functionality: a simple click flips cards from front to back Random select: review cards in a random order rather than sequentially Studying each phrase through visualization and association will increase memory retention--helping
you learn and speak French quickly!
Bien Dit!
A Language Guide for Beginners: Learn to Speak, Read and Write Tagalog Quickly! (Free Companion Online Audio)
Learn French (fran ais) the Fast and Fun Way
Seren's Seasons
Learn to Speak, Read and Write Filipino/Tagalog Quickly! (Free Online Audio & Flash Cards)
Tips for ESL/EFL Students

This book is made for students of English as a Second or Foreign Language. Learning another language is never fast, but the Fifty Ways to Practice series will speed things up by showing you how to practice more efficiently and effectively both inside and outside the classroom. These books can be
used by beginners and advanced students alike. You will learn 50 ways to practice and improve writing - both with pen and paper and typing. By applying these methods, you will write more, write faster, and write more correct and more interesting papers and letters. You do not need to be living in an
English-speaking country or be currently taking an English class to use this book. However, students who are already in a class can also use this book to improve their writing more quickly and easily. You do not need to have English-speaking friends or acquaintances to write to or even any idea of
what to write about. This book will provide those ideas. When you are done with this book, why not write and tell us how you liked it?
Simple explanations with many practice activities to build your English skills! The Speak and Connect English! Beginning Level Workbook covers all the basics of the English language from the first step of English pronunciation through forming simple questions and statements in the present, past,
and future tenses! Included in the workbook are a large variety of activities and practice exercises in the language. Don't get bogged down with difficult grammatical explanations! This book is written in an easy to understand format that leads you through the language in a step by step process.
Learn English in a practical and targeted manner! Some of the topics covered in the workbook include greetings, numbers, shopping, the city, foods, family, describing people, home and furniture, clothing, nature and weather, and 90 of the most commonly used action words. An answer key is
included to make sure that you are understanding and answering correctly. Supporting material such as vocabulary flashcards are also available online. Gain a new language with this easy and fun workbook!
“Is it real?” asked Gabi. “I’ve never seen anything like it,” said Nakeisha. “Am I going crazy or is that thing moving?” asked Faizal. “It’s moving,” Jacob confirmed, mesmerised. The Jurassic Coast is famous for its fossils of prehistoric creatures and, when Jacob and his friends aren’t playing their
favourite online game, he loves to explore the cliffs and beaches surrounding their village. One day, though, the four friends stumble upon something the likes of which the village – and the world – has never seen before. Can they keep their discovery a secret long enough to find it a safe home?
Follow Jacob, Gabi, Nakeisha and Faizal as they learn an important lesson about trust and friendship, and make an unusual new friend along the way. Download the full eBook and explore supporting teaching materials at www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive printed story
books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK only).
So, you want to master the verbs and conjugations of the Spanish language? Learning a new language involves dedication and hard work, and a language such as Spanish is no different. Spoken by over 500 million people across the world and used as an official language in four continents, this
tongue will allow you to broaden your circles and expand your opportunities in life. However, one of the key elements that you must learn in any language is the structure of sentences - especially verbs. For this reason, we have created the Spanish Verbs Made Easy Workbook, which will not only teach
you how to dominate the verbs and conjugations in Spanish but also put you to the test in terms of knowledge! How Spanish Verbs Made Easy Workbook works: - With fourteen different chapters, full to the brim with lessons on verbs, conjugations and examples, you will learn more than any
classroom has taught you until now! - Includes high-resolution images for better understanding! - A great variety of exercises awaits - create sentences, fill in blanks, write your own examples and correct mistakes in this challenging workbook. - Accessible lessons that constantly offer reminders and
notes for you to follow will make your learning experience a breeze. - Having trouble with one or two of the exercises? No worries, we have added an in-depth answer key at the very end of the workbook to help you solve any problems! Embark on this learning adventure now and get into the world of
Spanish through verbs and conjugations. It's time to learn. Pick up your Spanish Verbs Made Easy Workbook now!
Spanish Picture Dictionary Coloring Book
Fifty Ways to Practice Writing
A Deck of 50 American Sign Language (ASL) Cards
A Beginning Level English As a Second Language Workbook for Spanish Speakers
Success English STD 2
Travelflips Flashcards (English - Russian)
A complete language course and pocket dictionary in one! Let Filipino experts Barrios and Camagong teach you how to enjoy this beautiful language. Learning Tagalog brings the Tagalog language and culture
of the Philippines to life, providing you with all the basics you need to start speaking the language immediately. Designed for beginners, this invaluable guide teaches you how to speak, read, and write
Tagalog quickly through structured, progressive lessons with a focus on conversational communication. A glossary of commonly used words and phrases, useful notes, pronunciation, greetings, sentence
structure, idiomatic expressions, etiquette, and cultural dos and don'ts are included throughout. Key features include: A focus on practical and authentic daily communication. Suitable for beginning
learners with no prior Tagalog knowledge. Manga illustrations with short dialogues for easy memorization. A handy English-Tagalog and Tagalog-English dictionary. Structured, progressive lessons. Fully
Romanized scripts throughout. Companion native-speaker audio recordings. A glossary of commonly used words and phrases. Free native-speaker MP3 audio recordings are available online and enable language
learners to improve their pronunciation.
Learn the 201 most common Spanish phrases anywhere, anytime with this digital format that enhances memorization! Barron’s 201 Spanish Phrases You Need to Know Flashcards offer the most common phrases in
color-coded categories, including greetings, questions, feelings and emotions, well wishes, activities and hobbies, and weather. Each flashcard presents: The Spanish phrase with phonetic pronunciation The
English translation with a photo Highlights for different usage and alternate phrasing Pronunciation guidance Verb conjugations Pronouns Numbers And more Digital flashcard features: Access anywhere: study
on all devices, including mobile--available online and offline Flip functionality: a simple click flips cards from front to back Random select: review cards in a random order rather than sequentially
Studying each phrase through visualization and association will increase memory retention--helping you learn and speak Spanish quickly!
This book is for Chinese teachers working with kids learning beginning Mandarin Chinese using Traditional Chinese characters. Subjects covered include: greetings, common classroom phrases, the four tones
of Mandarin, classroom materials, numbers and colors. The book is printed on 60# white paper (not card stock) with vivid colors and kid-friendly, fun illustrations. Teachers can use a knife or scissors to
cut out the book's "flashcards" and laminate them for longer term use. The cards are designed 2 per page; sometimes they are cut lengthwise (such as for classroom phrases) and other times vertically. We
do not use English in these books as it is designed for Chinese teachers or Chinese language tutors or parents who read Chinese characters. PinYin is only used for explaining the four tones. This book
uses the same style of images used in other DailyNoodles products. DailyNoodles, Inc. supports young kids learning Mandarin Chinese and their parents, teachers, and schools so that kids can reach their
full potential. Let's noodle in Chinese every day!
Learn to speak, read, and write Korean with this complete language guide for beginners! Learning Korean teaches you the basics of the Korean language, including practical daily conversations and
vocabulary, and enables you to begin communicating effectively right away. All Korean words and sentences are given in Korean Hangeul script and romanized form for easy pronunciation, with English
translations. Key features include: 11 lessons designed for beginning adult learners Basic sentence patterns and vocabulary used in daily conversations Suitable for self-study learners as well as
beginning level classes Hangeul and Romanized versions of all Korean texts with English translations Cultural notes for understanding Korean customs and norms A dictionary of commonly-used words and
phrases Accompanying native speaker audio recordings Downloadable flashcards The book also includes useful notes and explanations on pronunciation, the Korean Hangeul script, greetings and requests, basic
sentence structure and vocabulary, verb conjugations, honorific forms, idiomatic expressions, and etiquette dos and don'ts. Free native-speaker MP3 audio recordings of the dialogues and vocabulary are
available online and enable language learners to improve their pronunciation, while printable flashcards help with vocabulary memorization.
My Fun Chinese Teaching Materials
Essential Words and Phrases
Dirty Spanish Flash Cards
Learn French with Sisco and Christy
Barron's Ap Spanish
T'es Branché?
Students of French quickly discover that knowing the meanings of commonly used verbs—then learning how to use them in all their many tenses and forms—is a vital part of becoming fluent in the new language. This brand-new
edition of Barron's 501 French Verbs now comes with a bonus CD-ROM that offers helpful practice exercises in verb conjugation and a concise grammar review. The book presents the most common regular and irregular French
verbs alphabetically arranged in table form, one verb per page, and completely conjugated in all tenses with English equivalents. The book also reviews rules of grammar applicable to verb usage, provides a bilingual list
of hundreds more regular verbs, and offers tips on idiomatic verb usage. Tinted page-edge tabs offer language students quick alphabetical reference.
These 50 very short conversations are intended to get you speaking English right away. This book is suitable for both students and teachers. These short conversations are perfect for beginners and for those who want to
review these important conversations. Each conversation is illustrated for better understanding. There are 25 topics that include: greetings, around town, asking for help, asking a personal question, at home and many
more. There are 75 extension questions for stimulating talk. There are 50 quizzes to challenge your comprehension. These 50 very short conversations will get you speaking English now.
A complete Filipino/Tagalog language course and pocket dictionary in one! Let Filipino experts Barrios and Camagong teach you how to speak this beautiful language! Learning Tagalog brings the national language and culture
of the Philippines to life, providing you with all the basics you need to speak, read and write the language correctly and naturally. Designed for beginners, this invaluable guide presents a series of progressive lessons
with a focus on conversational communication. It includes useful notes on pronunciation and grammar, greetings, sentence structure, verb conjugations, idiomatic expressions and etiquette dos and don'ts. It also includes a
comprehensive glossary of useful vocabulary and phrases. Suitable for beginning learners with no prior Tagalog knowledge, the key features of this book include: A focus on the everyday speech style of contemporary Manila
Manga illustrations with short dialogues and key vocabulary Clear explanations of Tagalog verb forms and sentence structure Extensive exercises and drills plus native-speaker audio recordings This is a complete language
learning course for beginners!
201 Spanish Phrases You Need to Know FlashcardsSimon and Schuster
Spanish Verbs Made Easy Workbook
Opposites
Learn Verbs and Conjugations The Easy Way
English programming complete guide for a 4th primary class
A Language Guide for Beginners: Learn to Speak, Read and Write Korean Quickly! (Free Online Audio & Flash Cards)
Guia para la programacion del area de ingles como lengua extranjera para una clase de cuarto de primaria"
Learn Italian with the Turtle Method: Dialogues, audio recordings and flashcards This phrasebook is based upon a tried and tested language learning method, jokingly known among my students and myself as the "Turtle Method." The
name comes from the fact that this method is "slow" but "foolproof." It is based on Professor Stephen Krashen's theories (University of Southern California) and it primarily consists of listening to and repeating comprehensible
language input in a stress-free environment. This method will help you to speak Italian spontaneously, without worrying about grammar nor the need to mentally translate, but concentrating specifically on listening and conversation,
without neglecting reading and writing. A few weeks from now, you will have made surprising progress and you will have stored new sentences and vocabulary in your long-term memory. A couple of months from now, once you have
finished the book, you will have learned 300 Italian words, including the best expressions to use in common situations, and the most important verb forms you might need while travelling. Above all, you will have practiced Italian
pronunciation every day, which is essential for natural conversations. At the end of the book you can find a guide on how to download the audio recordings for the lessons, which are necessary to study the phrasebook using the "Turtle
Method." Buono studio! Jacopo Gorini Table of Contents How to use this book The Turtle Method's 5 exercises Conoscersi - Getting to know each other (verbi parlare, essere, fare) Salutarsi - Greetings (verbi avere, andare, stare,
prendere, pranzare, cenare) Al bar - At the bar (verbi bere; oggetti e cose da mangiare nel bar) Al ristorante - At the restaurant (verbi volere, potere, mangiare, pagare; oggetti del ristorante) Direzioni e biglietti - Directions and tickets
(verbi girare, continuare, tornare, comprare; i giorni della settimana) Fare spese - Shopping (vestiti e accessori) In albergo - In hotel (verbi arrivare, prenotare; oggetti in albergo) In farmacia - In the pharmacy (oggetti della farmacia;
mesi e stagioni) Parole utili - Useful words Dizionario - Dictionary Audio recordings and flashcards
Learn the slang words, modern phrases, and curses they definitely never taught you in Spanish class with this super-handy and hilariously improper English-Spanish phrasebook. You already know enough Spanish to get by, but you
want to be able to tell those inside jokes, greet your friends in a laid-back manner, and casually pick someone up at a bar. From “What’s up?” to “Wanna go home with me?” Dirty Spanish will teach you how to speak like you're a regular
on the streets of Madrid or Buenos Aires. But you’ll also discover material that goes beyond a traditional phrasebook, including: Hilarious insults Provocative facts Explicit swear words Themed Spanish cocktails And more! Next time
you’re traveling to Spain, Mexico, or Argentina, pick up this book, drop the textbook formality, and get dirty!
Simple explanations with many practice activities to build your English skills! The Speak and Connect English! Beginning Level Workbook (Spanish/English) covers all the basics of the English language from the first step of English
pronunciation through forming simple questions and statements in the present, past, and future tenses! Included in the workbook are a large variety of activities and practice exercises in the language. Don't get bogged down with
difficult grammatical explanations! This book is written in an easy to understand format, in both Spanish and English, that leads you through the language in a step by step process. Learn English in a practical and targeted manner!
Some of the topics covered in the workbook include greetings, numbers, shopping, the city, foods, family, describing people, home and furniture, clothing, nature and weather, and 90 of the most commonly used action words. An
answer key is included to make sure that you are understanding and answering correctly. Supporting material such as vocabulary flashcards are also available online. Gain a new language with this easy and fun workbook!
A Beginning Level English As a Second Language Workbook
French Words and Phrases You Need to Know
Over 1500 Spanish Words and Phrases for Creative & Visual Learners of All Ages
Learn to Speak, Read and Write Vietnamese Quickly! (Free Online Audio and Flash Cards)
Speak and Connect English!
German Teaching

These flash cards, shaped like little suitcases, are the perfect complement to Greetings from Kiwi and Pear. Each card features a picture with its name in both English and Spanish: plane
and aeroplano, suitcase and maleta, swimsuit and traje de bao. The cards are held together by a ring on a spiral cord that can be clipped onto a child's backpack. They are a valuable
language tool for families planning trips, or for parents who want to talk to their children about foreign languages and places.
Quickly memorize the dirty words and off-color expressions not taught in any Spanish class. Flashcards aren’t just for developing an SAT vocabulary. With Dirty Spanish Flashcards, readers
can quickly master the bawdy Spanish terms never seen in a textbook. From casual greetings and cutting put-downs to explicit sex terms and filthy swear words, each flashcard presents a hip
vocabulary word and example sentence on one side and an English definition on the reverse. It’s a fun and fast way to learn the real Spanish spoken daily on the streets of Latin America and
Spain. This deck is designed for readers to master Spanish and engage people in a foreign language on an entirely new level. With phrases like “I’m plastered!” and “Let’s hit the clubs!”,
readers will be making new friends in no time. In addition to pickup lines and insults, the deck contains other contemporary slang like globos, literally “globes” but which can also refer
to a woman’s personal endowments; or malparido, which means “badly born,” but can be used to call someone an a**hole. Featuring: • Cool slang • Funny insults • Explicit sex terms • Raw
swear words
Jumpstart! Spanish and Italian presents a collection of simple to use, multi-sensory games and activities which will jumpstart students’ understanding of modern languages in action. If you
are one of the thousands of teachers looking for a range of practical and fun ideas to teach languages engagingly, then this is also the perfect book for you. A range of innovative ideas to
help you set the scene in your language classroom are presented first. These are followed by a feast of short and simple activities designed to help you make quick starts with your students
and hold their attention. The focus throughout is on communicative action, bringing languages alive with all activities presented in two languages: Spanish and Italian. Specifically written
to help teachers work within the guidelines of the new curriculum, activities in the book will help pupils to:- Listen, respond and understand key elements of the target language; Speak in
phrases and sentences with appropriate pronunciation; Express and communicate simple ideas with clarity; Write phrases and short sentences; Develop an understanding of basic grammar; Learn
songs and simple poems in the language studied; Engage in active learning through a range of varied activities. Jumpstart! Spanish and Italian will celebrate the joys of language, and
coherent expression; of finding just the right words or phrases to express what you want to say.
Presents illustrated text and flashcards intended to build Spanish and English vocabulary in very young children.
Jumpstart! Spanish and Italian
Italiano Spontaneo Level 1 - Travel Language Phrasebook Italian-English
Say It With/Diga Con Skippyjon Jones
Holt French 1
Special 30th Anniversary Edition!
201 French Phrases You Need to Know Flashcards
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""Camp to Go"" is a complete resource for implementing an 8 to 10 day English Language camp anywhere in the world. The manual contains instructions and activities for an 8 to 10 day camp. The hard work of planning is already done.
Learn the most common French words and phrases with two sets of flashcards. Barron’s French Words and Phrases You Need to Know includes more than 400 flashcards with the 201 most common words and the 201 most common phrases. Each card includes a French word or phrase with
phonetic pronunciation on the front, with the English translation and a photo on the back. You’ll also find feature cards that provide pronunciation guidance, verb conjugations, pronouns, numbers, and more. With French Words You Need to Know, you’ll get a sample sentence to provide the
word in context, plus helpful tips for word usage. Words are organized in color-coded categories, including nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions, and tricky words. With French Phrases You Need to Know, you’ll get helpful tips to highlight different usage and alternate phrasing. Phrases
are organized in color-coded categories, including greetings, questions, feelings/emotions, well wishes, activities/interests, and weather. Studying each word and phrase through visualization and association will increase memory retention--helping you learn and speak French quickly and for
longer!
Travelflips flashcards empower travelers and language enthusiasts with useful words and phrases they can master in just a few days. This pocket-sized flashcard kit includes everything you need to quickly build essential vocabulary for your upcoming voyage.
Seren can’t wait to put on her snow boots and build a snowgirl. She just needs to wait for the right season. Spring, summer, autumn and winter bring lots of different types of weather. What is your favourite type of weather? Download the full eBook and explore supporting teaching materials at
www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive printed story books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK only).
Learn Italian with the Turtle Method
Dirty Spanish: Third Edition
Learning Vietnamese
Kiwi and Pear Travel Learning Cards
Everyday Slang from "What's Up?" to "F*%# Off!"
50 Very Short Conversations
This book is for Chinese teachers working with kids learning beginning Mandarin Chinese using Simplified Chinese characters. Subjects covered include: greetings, common classroom phrases, the four tones of Mandarin, classroom materials, numbers and colors. The
book is printed on 60# white paper (not card stock) with vivid colors and kid-friendly, fun illustrations. Teachers can use a knife or scissors to cut out the book's "flashcards" and laminate them for longer term use. The cards are designed 2 per page; sometimes they are
cut lengthwise (such as for classroom phrases) and other times vertically. We do not use English in these books as it is designed for Chinese teachers or Chinese language tutors or parents who read Chinese characters. PinYin is only used for explaining the four tones.
This book uses the same style of images used in other DailyNoodles products. DailyNoodles, Inc. supports young kids learning Mandarin Chinese and their parents, teachers, and schools so that kids can reach their full potential. Let's noodle in Chinese every day!
And this is my book! To be read by children and adult, parent and children, tutor and children, and grandparent and children.
Learn the most common Spanish words and phrases with two sets of flashcards. Barron’s Spanish Words and Phrases You Need to Know includes more than 400 flashcards with the 201 most common words and the 201 most common phrases. Each card includes a
Spanish word or phrase with phonetic pronunciation on the front, with the English translation and a photo on the back. You’ll also find feature cards that provide pronunciation guidance, verb conjugations, pronouns, numbers, and more. With Spanish Words You Need to
Know, you’ll get a sample sentence to provide the word in context, plus helpful tips for word usage. Words are organized in color-coded categories, including nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions, and tricky words. With Spanish Phrases You Need to Know, you’ll
get helpful tips to highlight different usage and alternate phrasing. Phrases are organized in color-coded categories, including greetings, questions, feelings/emotions, well wishes, activities/interests, and weather. Studying each word and phrase through visualization and
association will increase memory retention--helping you learn and speak Spanish quickly and for longer!
Spanish Picture Dictionary Pictures, Coloring, Quizzes, Spelling and more... You know you've never learned Spanish like this before! Learning a new language is a new way of meeting new people, opening doors in your professional career and attracting fresh
opportunities when traveling around the world, as you may know. Spoken by over 500 million across every continent (even in Antarctica!), Spanish is the second-most spoken native language on the planet, so learning it will blow up your social and business circles! Yet,
sometimes learning a new language can be complicated and even, well, boring... well, we're about to change that! We have created a whole new method and concept behind learning Spanish. A method based on fun. Say hello to the Spanish Picture Dictionary Coloring
Book, the book that will change Spanish learning forever. In this amazing book, you will find: Over 50 different, detailed and beautiful full-size illustrations for you to learn while coloring them! Each of these 50 illustrations contains up to 20 items, by the way - that's
almost 1,000 images for you to color! Ever wanted to know what a badger is called in Spanish? Maybe you need to know the word for 'weightlifting' or 'mistletoe'... No worries! This book has dozens of different categories to help you build your vocabulary. Challenging
quizzes found every few sections will allow you to develop your Spanish skills even further; if you don't know the answers, we've provided an Answer Key at the end! Just to get started, we've added an in-depth basic Spanish guide at the beginning, including
pronunciation, spelling, word order and vocabulary, among other crucial tools. This book will transform Spanish learning for good - no more complex textbooks, it's time to learn while having fun! The new way of learning Spanish is here. Get Spanish Picture Dictionary
Coloring Book now!
Phyllis and the Fossil Finders
201 Spanish Phrases You Need to Know Flashcards
Teaching Chinese with Flashcards: Simplified Chinese
Camp to Go
Barron's 201 Spanish Words You Need to Know Flashcards
French in 10 Minutes a Day
The set consists of 1000 basic French vocabulary cards with the French word printed in boldface on the front, and the English equivalent(s) on the back. Includes words found in common usage, high school, and college
texts; also measurements and numbers.
Dive into language learning with this comprehensive introduction to Vietnamese! This book teaches you all the basics of Vietnamese, including practical daily conversations, vocabulary, and grammar. It allows you to begin
communicating effectively very quickly. All Vietnamese words and sentences are given in the usual form with phonetic equivalents for easy pronunciation, along with English translations. Suitable for classroom use or selfstudy, the book includes useful notes and explanations on pronunciation, the Vietnamese script, greetings and requests, basic sentence structure and vocabulary, honorific forms, idiomatic expressions, and etiquette dos
and don'ts. A useful dictionary of commonly-used Vietnamese words and phrases is provided at the back. Key features of this book include: 13 lessons designed for beginners with no prior experience. Basic sentence patterns
and vocabulary used in daily conversations. Vietnamese and phonetic versions of all Vietnamese texts with English translations. Cultural notes to help you understand Vietnamese customs and norms. Free native-speaker audio
recordings and printable flashcards available online. Everything you need is in this book, making it the all-in-one guide of what the apps don't offer!
Level 2
Teaching Chinese with Flashcards Level I: Traditional Chinese
Everyday Slang From "What's Up?" to "F*%# Off!"
Spanish Words and Phrases You Need to Know
French Vocabulary Flash Cards
Learning Tagalog
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